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Acts: Jesus Plainly Spoken | Jesus Boldly Spoken (Acts 4.13-31) 

Overview. 

The disciples in Acts seem very different than the ones described in the gospels. In 

Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, they are consistently inconsistent in the 

understanding of who Jesus is and waiver in their allegiance to him. In Acts, they 

are determined and bold in their proclamation of Jesus as the Messiah. They are 

ready to suffer when necessary. This boldness is evident to the people and 

especially those who oppose the preaching of Jesus as Savior and Lord. 

 

Lesson. 

How do you make someone stop doing something? Threaten them. This stops most 

people. They consider the cost of their actions and usually threats of punishment, 

particularly physical violence, cause people to hesitate and stop what they are 

doing. This was even true for Peter. Every gospel records the fact that as Jesus was 

being interrogated and beaten by the religious leaders, he denied being associated 

 

 

KEY VERSE 
Lord, look upon their threats 

and grant to your servants to 

continue to speak your word 

with all boldness.. 
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BIG IDEA 
Opposition should be 

expected but the Spirit 

will give us the strength to 

remain faithful to Jesus’ 

mission. 
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LifeGroup Resource 
studying the Bible, discussing relevant issues & serving together 

 

 

TAKE HOME 
Pray for the boldness 

necessary to faithfully 

witness to God’s purpose 

in the world. 
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with Jesus three times. In Acts 4, Peter and the other apostles (ones sent) are arrested and threatened to stop 

teaching that Jesus is God’s Anointed One and Israel’s salvation is found by faith in his death, burial, 

resurrection, and ascension. The religious leaders assume they can intimidate the leaders of the church with 

persecution. 

 

“The boldness of the apostles shocks the religious leaders in Jerusalem, but threats 

and violence are unable to distract or derail them from their mission.” 

Notice the response of the apostles: First, they make it clear to their opposition that they are committed to 

obeying God and not them. They consider their calling from God to preach greater than their command to stop 

preaching. They weigh the consequence of disobeying human authorities against the consequence of 

disobeying God. It seems impossible for them to reject God’s plan. 

Second, they see their mission and subsequent oppression as the way it has always been for God’s prophets. 

They quote a text from the OT that describes the attacks against God’s spokesmen as expected and futile. This 

is what Jesus promised his disciples when he said they would face persecution (John 15.18-25). He also 

promised them that the Holy Spirit would give them the strength necessary to be bold as they were being 

attacked. This is why threatening and torturing and killing God’s prophets is foolish. God’s plan and purpose 

is not undone by attacks. God buries his workers and continues his work. 

Third, the disciples rejoice in the fact that they have been chosen worthy to suffer for the name and in the 

name of Jesus. They are living out Jesus’ promise that those who suffer for him are truly blessed (Matt. 5.11-

12). They interpret their difficult and painful circumstances as verification that God is with them and they are 

being faithful.  

Finally, they pray for continued boldness. They recognize their convictions are not of human origin. They 

know they are working under the strength of the Spirit… and so they ask for more boldness! 

 

   

 Questions. 

1. How would you summarize today’s message? What aspects of the message stuck with you? 

2. Take turns retelling the story of each member’s baptism. If you haven’t been baptized, what has kept 

you from being baptized? If you have an interest in discussing baptism more, please let your LG leader 

know so they can have a staff member contact you to discuss baptism.  

3. What does it mean that in baptism we are united with Jesus to do the work of Jesus? 

4. What specific applications of this message are you convicted about implementing into your life? 

 Questions. 

1. How would you summarize today’s message? What aspects of the message stuck with you? 

2. What keeps you from speaking about your faith in Jesus boldly? Why?  

3. Why should the words of Jesus (Jn. 15/Matt. 5) help us just as it helped the disciples? Why should we 

remember to pray for the Spirit’s strength? Do you believe he will let you down? 

4. What specific applications of this message are you convicted about implementing into your life? 


